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Four-Point Standing

Eight Seniors Earn

Made By Forty-Eight

Places On Yearbook's

During First Semester

Annual Honor Roll
One Will Be Chosen

Two Compile 76 Points
With 19 Hours Of Credit

HELEN FAGAN
Language and Literature

MEUNDA BINES
Fine Arts

LOIS CAMPBELL
Social Science

SANDRA Nl'NNELLEY
Biological and Physical Sciences

For Hall Of Fame Selection

Eight seniors, who have the highest academic standings
Forty-eight full-time students recorded perfect standings
within the Collegers majcr divisions, have been named to the
for the first semester at Eastern, Dr. W. J. Moore, dean of the
1PC4 Milestone "Honor Roll."
college, has announced.
Established in 1982, the "Honor Roll" recognizes those senCompiling the highest number of quality points were Mrs.
iors who have excelled academically in their chosen fields of
Betty Dance Cox, Louisville, and Mrs. Kathleen Smith, Richstudy. The Milestone, college yearbook, will feature the 1964
mond. Both earned 76 quality points based upon 19 hours of
winners in a special honors section.
credit.
Students selected to memberOther named to the list of pership must have a first major
fect standing students were: Spurlin, Owlngsville; Jack Stewithin . the division and must physical education major. He
Barbara H. Atlas, Louisville; venson. Columbus, Ohio; Stanley
have the highest over-all stand- is a member of the college baseBarbara Ann Baker, Ft. Thom- Morris Strevels, ParksvHle; Eliing based upon the sophomore ball team, PEMM Club, "E"
zabeth
Ann
Taulbee,
Lancaster;
as; Milton Kendall Barksdale,
Sharon
Leah
Teague,
Elizabethand junior years of college. The Club, and the Student National
Richmond; Janet Elizabeth Bivens. South Portsmouth; Samuel town; Bary Ray Turner, Newwinners are appointed by their Education Association.
Mrs. Collins, an elementary
D. Blalr, Whitesburg; Patricia port; Julie J. Rachford White,
departmentpleads.
Ann Boggle. Frankfort; Wanda Bellevue, and Barbara Ann WilChosen for membership this education major, is the wife of
son,
Richmond.
H. Brown, Bardstown; William
year are: Miss Lois DeMoss Robert F. Collins. She is a
Marshall Brown. Versailles, and
Campbell, Westminster, Mary- member of Kappa Delta Pi.
Donna Bowles Congleton, Lexland, social science; John ColeDykes, a mathematics and
ington.
man, Cleaves, Ohio, health and physics major, was secretary of
Wayne Gregory Conley, Rusphysical education; Mrs. Estelle Omicron Alpha Kappa, senior
TODDIE WARD
sell; Marshall Clyde Darnell,
DONALD DYKES
Mangum Collins, Winchester, men's honorary; president, of
JOHN COLBMAN
ESTELLE COLLINS
Applied Arto and Sciences
Harrodsburg; Diana Lynn DawMathematics
education; Donald C. Dykes, Kappa Delta PI, national honoHealth and Physical Education
Education
son, Covlngton; Thelma DurRichmond, mathematics; Miss rary for students in education;
ham, Lamero; Donald Campbell
Helen Fagan, also of Richmond, president of the PolymatholoDykes, Richmond; Londa Lewis
language and literature; Miss gists Club, and he was named
Evans, Tyner; Helen Theresa
Melinda Hines, Somerset, fine to the 1963 edition of Who's Who.
Fagan, Richmond; Mary Elizaarts; Miss Sandra Nunnelley,
The' Kentucky String Quartet,
beth Faraci, Winchester; MariFellowship At li.K.
Cynthiana, biological and physlyn Ann Glynn, Pontiac, Michi- composed of Eastern music facical sciences, and Toddie M.
A January graduate, he is pregan; Patricia Ann Griffith, Kim- ulty members, will present its
Ward, Fallsburg, applied arts sently attending graduate school
per; D. S. Hatfleld, Lexington; second concert of the season
and sciences.
at U.K., where he has a teachJane Emily Hill, London, and next Thursday at 8 p.m. In the
ing fellowship in math. He Is
To Enter Law School
choir room of Foster music
Jane Karen Holt, Somerset.
married to the former Nancy
The KYMA Club and StuDaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Rogers, a 1962 member of the
building.
Others Listed
dent Council are sponsoring
LeRoy Campbell, Miss Campbell
The quartet was recently Intiniiea to the Western game Lis a political science majoT'.'Sne' "^f^ £?"„
Mary Evelyn Jaggera, Sonora; vited Uiperfonn,in.Greenaborf»> pjans were made be** Mtm getting ft chatter approved*"*;?? ulty *n the-p»*gram.
Miss Fagan, an English arid
In Bowling Green tomorrow is vice president of the Collegi
Mlnga KennsWWr, TOc1bn«W; a.c. at the meeting of music day night for an Applachlan
Ogle pointed out that ft "crust.'
As
soon
as
the
organization
is
night. The bus will leave
Max Vance Lylea, .Carrpjltotu teachers
ate Council of the United Nations history major, is the daughter of
from the Southern Volunteers organisation on cam- Incorporated it will begin to han- has oeen set In many communifrom the Coliseum tomorrow and was a student delegate to Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Fagan.
Michael Thomas McGrath, Ver- states. In December, they tour- pus in an open meeting.
ties education wise. Those wno
dle funds.
sailles; Elnore Saren Mclntyre, ed Illinois and In March they
at noon.
model general assemblies at She has the highest academic
break
the
"crust,"
he
said,
are
Milton Ogle, Council of the
Thus far the program has
Richmond; Shirley Ray Melvin, will appear at Ohio Wesleyan
Tickets for the bus are $2.50
both Duke and Indiana Universi- standing in the senior class.
ostracized
from
that
communiSouthern Mountains representa- worked in "winterizing" onePaintsville; Lowell Douglas Mil- University.
and are on sale in the Grille
ties. She was named to Who's Among her college activites are
tive and coordinator of the Ap- room schools. In the future, the ty.
today until 2 p.m. Tickets Who Among Students in Ameri- Cwens, national honorary for
ler, Scottaburg, Ind.; Tommy
The
program
for
Thursday
is:
plachian Volunteer program, Volunteers will wark in adult
Volunteers Help Break Crust
for the game are $2.00 and
Wayne Noe, Corbln; Patricia
can Universities and Colleges. sophomore women; Collegiate
Ann Parr, Frankfort; Jack Paul- Haydn, Quartet in d, Opus 76, spoke at the meeting of about education, health, and recreaUsually, he said the upper
may be purchased In the Ath- Upon graduation from Eastern, Pentacle, honorary for senior
No.
2;
VUla
Lobos,
Quartet
No.
30 students.
women; Canterbury Club, honotion. The program is expected limit was set at the eight grade.
ry, New Boston, Ohio, and Garletic Office.
she plans to enter law school.
6; Smetana, Quartet In e.
rary for English majors; Debate
Sam Burgess, Carrolton, was to extend Into the summer and This limit protects the people
aid W. Piersall, Richmond.
Coleman,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Club, and Kappa Delta Pi. She
Members of the quartet are: chosen to head a committee to to offer full-time employment in the community who never
Patricia Pope, Stanford; JanLeslie Coleman, is a health and was named to the 1964 roll of
have gone above the limit, he
ice
Mae
Racke,
Highland Alan Staples, Miriam Oppelt, lay plans for. the campus group. for college students.
Who's Who.
explained.
Applachian Volunteers is an
Heights; Harold Dourglas Rouse, violins; Robert Oppelt, viola;
Anyone interested in parMiss Hines, daughter of Mr.
volunteer student movement to
Walton; Mrs. Julie Schwier, and Lyle Wolfrom, cello.
Part of the Job of the Volunticipating
hi
the
Applachian
and Mrs. John William Hines, is
The public is invited to the help administer aid to needy
Florence; Albert Glynn Spencer,
teers is to break the "crust."
Volunteer
program
should
persons in Eastern Kentucky's
an art major. She is a member
Beattyville; Mrs. Geraldlne W. free concert.
Ogle pointed out that where
contact Sam Burgess in Matof Cwens, president of Collegi44-county depressed area. The
adult education classes have
tox
Hall
or
Miss
Willie
Moss
ate Pentacle, Kappa Delta PI,
program Is In co-ordination with
been held, school attendance
in
the
Fitzpatrick
Arts
Buildand secretary of Kappa PI, nastate, federal, and local agencies
has increased and the number
ing,
room
17.
tional art fraternity.
as a part of President Johnson's
of high school dropouts has deStudents
work
all
day
on
"War on Poverty."
creased.
She was the recipient of the
Saturday. Transportation is
Ogle feels that the people of
art department
award for
Not Official Yet
badly needed because some
Eastern Kentucky "would do
scholarship for 1968, and in 1962,
students who have wanted to
"Applachlan Volunteers is not
The
University
of
Kentucky
Eastern
was
the
only
team
to
something if they only had a
she received the Mary Floyd
an official organization, but it
work on past
Saturday's
chance."
Student volunteers win two trophies this past Sat- won the tournament with a 6-2 Scholarship for the outstanding
haven't had transportation.
will be as soon as a charter and
urday
at
Berea
College
Debate
can give them this chance, he
win-loss record; Berea was sec- student from Pulaski County.
constitution
is approved. A
Tournament.
added.
Miss Sandra Nunnelley, a bioFree Meals Furnished
The seml-flnallsts were Judged meeting at Berea College to■ Five finalists-have been namJay Roberts won the first place ond with a 5-3 record, and EastCountlnuirig,' he said, "The
and chemistry major, was
At present there is no pay for people are more than they look trophy for highest ranking ern was third with 5-3 record logy
ed In the "Best-Dressed" con- according to their choice of morrow will be a big step in
work, but meals are furnished like they are. They are doing speaker in total points among tying with Berea but taking the recipient of the freshman
test sponsored by the Progress clothes and according to the
third place In" the varsity be- biology award, and as a junior,
on Saturdays and plans are be- the best they can do in the cir- 31 other competitors.
and Glamour Magazine.
cause of points. :In the novice she was named to Who's Who.
The finalists are Sandy Under- answers tha.t they to three quesing made to pay for gasoline cumstances." .
The varsity team won third division, Georgetown
was 'first, She is a member of the Biology
used in transportation.
bill, sophomore; Gloria Gray, tions.
place
in
the
competition.
The
The idea for such a program
Ogle in his speech pointed out came on October 29, 1963, when affirmative team was Joe Dunn Asbury second, Tennessee, third, Club and is associate editor of
Junior; Pat Taulbee, senior;
The questions were: (1) Do
the Milestone. She is the daughthat unlike most programs to A. J. Ayer of the council of the and Jay Roberts; th* negative, and Eastern fourth.
Sharon Patrick, Junior; and you have a definite wardrobe
•Schools participating were „«, of Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Nunhelp nefdv,.jp<e>—•>»» *he Appla- Southern Mountains talked to Charles Lewis and
Carolyn King, senior.
Gordon
from four states; Kentucky, Ten- nelley.
:hissf .uiunteer program In- the late President John Kennedy. Camuel.
They will appear before, .the plan, and If so, what is it? (2)
volves the people the- program Kennedy immediately called his
contest committee tins' afternoon wnat are the things that you
In the novice division, Eastern nessee, Indiana, and Ohio. The -An accounting major, Ward Is
is benefiting. In most cases advisors to talk over a program was third, however, losing the teams were Asbury, Berea, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
in an off-campus daytime out- consider when buying clothing?
where schools have been work- for the Applachlan region.
trophy because of points. The Cumberland, Eastern, George- J. Ward. He is a member of the
fit.
(8) Do you know what styles of
ed on parents and children have ' The President's advisors sug- affirmative was Betsy Sche- town, Hanover, Pikeville, Tran- Accounting Club and Sigma Tau
Earlier in the week, the semi- clothing look best on you, and if
Second semester students
participated in the work*
finalists appeared before the so, what are they?
gested a longe-range program In wertfeger and Shirley Green, sylvania, University of Ken- PI. Upon graduation, he will be
and others who reordered
Ogle also said he hoped to in- volving students In a self-help, and the negative, David Hill and tucky, University of Tennessee, employed with Ernst and Ernst,
committee In a typical campus
billfold size, friendship phoEastern's "Best-Dressed" coC.P.A. in Louisville.
i
and Western.
volve students as well as facoutfit.
(Continued on Page 5)
Jim Glass.
tos through the Milestone
The semi-finalists were, In ad- ed's picture will be sent to Gladition to the finalists: Nancy Mc- mour magazine for national
may pick the pictures up any
The magazine will
Manigal. Barbara Stapleton, Judging.
afternoon next week between
Susan Gaude. Sandy Houaefield, pick ten national winners who
the hours of three and five
Geraldlne Harless, Joy Lynn will be featured In the August
in the Milestone Office, loBertelsman, Carol Skaggs, Mar- college issue of the magazine.
cated in the basement of the
lene Shaver, Vickie Isacs, KaIn addition, the ten will reBy MARY JANE MULLINS
Wteekly Ken puts in about the same number of under
Coates Administration Buildthy Hollis, Carol Eversole, Trus- ceive an all-expense paid visit
Progress Feature Editor
the additional
ing.
twenty-five hours in Uie office, class pages,
le McClanahan, Sue Ann Allen, to New York from June 1 to
Most people find it hard to
pages are devoted to student
Merle Jones, and Betsey Staf- June 18 as the guests of Glaand
even
though
work
was
take over as leader of any orlife. The entire book will conford.
ganization, but it Is especially started on the book in the mid- tain twenty four pages of colhard for one who has had no ex- dle of April and continued or.
perience to take over as editor throughout the summer, there
Approach la New
of a college yearbook. Such a has been constant pressure fo
The editor and his planners
responsibility fell on twenty- meet deadlines since the midhave taken a more modern apthree-year-old Kenneth R. Miller dle of October.
proach to the 1964 layout patlast April, when he was chosen
When spealiing of his workby the Board of Student Pub- ers he praises Assistant Editor tern; the type size chosen is
the same size as last
Peter Nero, planlst-enter- legef where he graduated and
lications as editor of the 1964 Sandra Nunnelley: "She cer- about
year's but slightly more bold.
tsiner, will appear here in con- entered the music world as a
Milestone.
tainly
has
been
the
backbone
Ken says hopefully that the
cert March 31. Sponsored by winner of TV talent contests
Ken, an army veteran who in the organization."
He ad- Foote and Davis Co. who are
the Student Council, he will
spent
two
of
his
three
years
ds,"
"This
is
the
first
year
In
appear at 8 p.m. In Hiram and as a concert pianist.
of service In Europe, will gra- recent years that there was the Milestone's printers have
many
All-American
Brock Auditorium. -All seats
When he was nineteen he
duate In June as a political Just an editor of the, Milestone printed
Yearbooks. b
**»*«•
are reserved and tickets, which auditioned for Arthur Godscience major. His wife and and not co-editors."
By
March
8 everything
will be sold at a later date, will frey's Talent Scouts and went
son live In his hometown of
The.
serious
Ken,
who
on to win first prise. This led
about the student staff work
be $1.50:
Frankfort, but he la living on
Mr. Nero has a blending of to appearances on television's
campus so he can be nearer plans to attend law school aft- will be finished, and Ken and
er
graduation,
seeps
with
pride
his hard-working staff hope to
his work— the yet unfinished
classical music and Jazz in all "Chance of a Lifetime" and to
about the Milestone which is present their creation during
his arrangements. He started a national tour with Paul
yearbook.
completely
self-sufficient.
The
Whiteman,
appearing
on
TV
the first week In May.
The total number of workat the keyboard at the age of
Editor' Ken ends by saying,
ers under his direction number cost of this massive production
seven, and by the time he was and In concert halls in cities
will
run
$30,000
plus,
and
will
throughout
the
United
States.
"Considering
the many difabout sixty, and of this apfourteen, he was the recipient
He has become one of RCA
proximately twenty-five are be paid for from the sale of the ficulties and problems that we
of numerous awards, had made
symphony hall appearances, Victor's leading LP sellers with
active members. He says that 4,700 books that have been had to hurdie in our long efthe staff is the younfrest th* orders), the student pictures, fort to create this Milestone,
and was the possessor of a six albums now on the shelves.
They are: "Piano Forte," "New
Milestone has ever bad, and and the pages paid for by the I sincerely believe that it will
julliard Scholarship.
be the best ever at Eastern.
half of them worked on last organizations.
A graduate of the High Piano In Town," "Young and
Ken says that there will be We completely changed our
year's book. Ken comments,
School of Music and Arts, wRh Warm and Wonderful," "For
"Only six members of the en- 376 pages in the 1964 edition, approach and have attempted
three years of Saturday stu- The Nero-minded," "The Colortire staff won't he back next compared to the 348 in last to utilize our assets in the best
dies at Juilllard on scholarship, ful Peter Nero," "Hall Tlje
KENNETH MILLER
year's. There will be abo»» manner possible."
fall."
he went on to Brooklyn Col- Conquering Nero."
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The Civil Rights Bill
John Stuart Mill, in his famous
definition of liberty, said: ". . . the
sole end to which mankind are warranted, individually or collectively,
in interfering with the liberty of action of any of their number is selfprotection. The only part of the
conduct of anyone for which he is
amenable to society is that .which
concerns others. In the Dart which
mainly concerns himself, his independence is, of right, absolute."
This concept of the freedom in
the individual is so basic in our society that todav we often accept it as
a truism, and then qo on from there
to forget not only that thought but
still another vital statement of Mill's
which makes this eighteenth-century
philosophy real, now: "Whenever
there is a definite damage, or risk
of damage, either to an individual or
to the public, the case is taken out
of the province of liberty and placed
in that of morality or law."
The Kentucky legislature now
has an excellent opportunity to apply
these concepts in a way that will rejuvenate them to fit our state; it can
pass the Public Accomodations Bill
centered on civil rights.
This bill seems to create an image of a police state, enforcing rigid
restrictions on individual owners who
must themselves serve the wants and
needs of that vague mass, the public.
Such, however, is not the case. The!
law does prohibit any owner or employee in places of public accomodation or public amusement, which are
either supposed to supply the gemeral public, or are supported in any
way by government funds, from discrimination against any person because of race, religion, on nationality. The individual owner still keeps
his right to maintain standards in
dress and action among his customers.
The individual. owner scores
again by the bill's provision for injury and judicial review on charges
of unlawful discrimination. Admin-

istration of the bill will be under the
direction of the Commission on Human Rights, a well—organized and
fair body of people. The Commission must first conduct a preliminary
inquiry to see if charges of discrimination are probable; it must then
try to eliminate the discrimination by
means of conciliation and persuasion; and only after failure in this step
may the Commission hold a public
hearing to determine if unlawful discrimination does exist. If this is
found, the Commission would issue
an order against the violation. Even
so, a person finding fault wrth the1
Commission's procedure or findings
may obtain judicial review of his
case.
Passage of this bill is necessary
for the well-being of every person.
A society which suppresses the liberty of some people to bolster the mistaken ideas of others is not a free
society, and never can be while such
a situation exists. Whatever cultural differences may be imaqined to
exist, poople are human, biologically,
psychologically and spiritually. Those
from whom it seems wa are separated by the widest schism may ba
those for whom we have the qreatest
responsibility, as the inevitable resuft
of our attempts to excuse our own
hatred and prejudice. This Is not to
say any group should be treated like
children; resorting to hand-feeding
people is just as wrong, and assantially discriminatory, as blindly hating them.
Brotherhood is a word that has
a naive and sugary air which we usually reject. In the absence of a
better term, howeVer, we must use it
to summarize the goal for Which we
should be striving. This goal cannot
be achieved through the efforts of
persons alone; the state government
must help. There havte bean definite damages done to a lafgeyrff^rnefri*
' of society; the repairs are ft* longer
in the province of liberty, but morality and law.
"_

Mr. Mankin Combines Opera,
Basketball In His Many Interests
By VEBNTE PERKINS
Progress Staff Writer
Mr. Philip Mankin has been among the
English faculty at Eastern since 1957. He instructs his literature course in such a way that
they reveal his extensive knowledge of and
love of reading. He also serves as co-sponsor of the English student publication. Belles
Lettrea.
Before Mr. Mankin came to Eastern, he
lived on a, farm in Rutherford County, Tennessee. But he had to leave his farm to go
'. to college, and at Peabody College he acquired^
his B.S. Degree. From there he went to St.
Andrew's School, and taught only one year.
Afterwards, he again entered Peabody College
and received his M.A. degree.
For the thirteen following years he taught
at Middle Tennessee State. He then did two
years of further graduate study at Vanderbilt
University plus fifteen more years of teaching in the English Department of Vanderbilt.

life, he says, which are taken out of reach
by marriage, although Mr. Mankin has certainly enjoyed a rich and full life In spite of
his solo state.
Knjovs Basketball
He has found one of the finer things at
Eastern to be its basketball team. Although
he expressed regret about the Eastern vs.
Morehead crisis, he proudly comments: "I really love to listen to the games, and I have missed hearing only a few of them."
Aside from his extensive study of foreign
languages and his enthusiasm for Eastern's
basketball games, he's an ardent connoisseur
of the opera. He suggests to the students
that: "The operas which I have recently heard
on the radio have been some of the very best,
and I heartily recommend them."
Mr. Mankin musingly recollects that he
has always lived a quiet but highly rewarding sort "of life. And, In the near future, he
plans to visit some of the places which he has
visited indirectly In his many voyages through
books.

1.1km. OoUege
Mr. Mankin came to Eastern seven years
ago. Since he has been at Eastern, he has
found that he likes the school and Is glad that
he is a part of what it stands for.
"1 have grown very fond of my Kentucky
boys and girls." comments Mr. Mankin, "and
I enjoy rny classes very much.1'
With his gray-blue eyes looking pensively
into space he recalled that "When I go away
on my visits to California, I hate to leave my
Eastern students, But. you see, I don't
have my own home. However, I have two
substitute homes in California. My two sisters live there, one at San Bernardino and one
at Oakland. I go and live with each of them
twice a year. They each have a private room
for me. And so I feel that I have two homes."
So being a bachelor for these years has
not prevented Mr Mankin from having a place
to go to and call home. Mr. Mankin says of
his bachelorhood, "Well. I don't encourage It."
There are a lot of things to be gained from
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NOTE
(The Progress reserves the right to edit
letters to the edl'or not dnlv in the areas of
yfammnf' ind- punctuation, but to delete redundant material appearing in all Uje letters
published in on" week. This ediflne is done
purelv fur the sake of grammatical excellence,
not tc- <*'>nB-e the tHo'io-ht of letters.
All Mter= should be ouhmltted in person
or mnlled to the .editor of the Progress: mev
be lpglbry handwritten or typed: and must be
signed. No nim« will be' wtthetd.
I Letters to tho editor .do not. asca*aarilv
reflect the policies of the editors of this
paper.) .

C^

DearjCditer. '
Sooial organizations such as fraternities
do more than socialize. These organizations
stimulate and support intellectual, cultural, education, and philanthropic interests of the
school a-d the community. The National Intrafrhternlty Council shows that, when present
on a campus, almost consistently, Greek 1st tor
organizations 'maintain higher academic averages thap the 'all-men's average. These organizatioiiE work hard for such groups as the
March of Dimes, Heart Fund, Children's Hospitals, etc., donating much time; effort, and
money to these groups.
To cite a .specific example, the members
Of the Greek letter organisations at the University of Kentucky mainta.in a majority of
the1 members of the student government organizations. These students contribute much time
to' this work for the betterment of the school
and the student body.
Larry'S. Perkins
Dear Editor,
Many people don't want to come to school
here because of the lack of fraternities. I
think It would increase' our enrollment Very
much.
. In the experiences I have had with fraternities, they have done much more good than
harm. The social life at Eastern would be increased, which is now very lacking.
Michael McLaughlin
.

Mounds Uncover - What?
Indian Earthworks Reveal Ancient, Colorful People
By CAROLINE OAKE8
Progress Feature Writer
(Ed. Note: The following article is the
first in a series, written by Caroline Oakes, on
the history of Madison County, i
When the pioneagt^anle west beyond the
mountains, they eaanujtered ancient and innumerable mounds and other earthworks that
existed along the streams. These varied in
sire and form. Kentucky, however, did not
have as many of those mounds as her neighboring states.
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founds and Sights
By KENN KEITH
Progress Arts Editor
The Regional Drama Festival is over, but
the excitement -will remain with those seven
schools who received superior ratings. The
schools, Danville, Berea Foundation, Scott
County, Bryan Station, Paris, and Lafayette,
will compete in the State Drama Festival at
U. of K., March 12-14.
While no "Best Actor," "Best Actress"
awards are given in regional competition, I
could not help but make that distinction in ray
own- mind- The awards would have gone to
Danny Howell of Bryan Station and JOan Rue
of Danville. Howell did an exceptional job
interpreting a'dlfflcuk role m "fcapp's Last
Tape," by Samuel Beckett, and Joan was radiant as the Marchioness in Louis N. Parker's
"A Minuet." Mr. Russell Mobley of Bryan
Station and Mr. Gary Eldridge of Danville
must be commended for their fins directorial
work.
The beat all-round play we* Lafayette
High School's "The Ugly Duckling," By A. A.
Mime. Mrs. Thehna Beeler had her cast paced
to split-second accuracy of movement. Linzle
Works as the King in the play had to be seen
to be believed. The boy wa* terrifically funny. Susan Tatum, as a Princess, was a floating whisper of elegance.
In all, the two days of drama was quite
enjoyable and Interesting, if not always' -ntti tainlng.
"Oh Dad. Poor Dad" Unreal
"Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Huns You
In The Closet And Tm Feeding So Sad,'' by
Arthur Kopit, played last week at the Brown
Theatre in Louisville. Frankly, It Is impossible to say what the show was all about. To
be sure, the play is a maze of symbols, but
each symbol seemed to be represented by another symbol and that symbol by yet another.
Are symbols the stuff of great theatre? Perhaps, and perhaps not. Our younger writers
seem to think so. They apparently believe
that good drama (comedy?) is accomplished
by creating characters and putting inane chatter in their mouths. Squirrels chatter; people
talk.
Readily admissable is the-fact that some
of the absurd theatre is good fare, even good
theatrics. Certainly Edward Albee, Eugene
Ionesco and Samuel Beckett have proven this,
but that doesn't say that ridiculous banter is
always good. Kopit may produce a fine play,
but "Oh Dad, Poor Dad" Lm't It.
iBven the bulk of the cast was a disappointment. Hermoine aingatd" could not seem
to get over the fact that she was Hermoine
Oingold. Being herself wasn't enough. Sam
Waterson, as Miss Glngold's son, was an awkward imitation of Anthony Perkins. The star
of the evening;, and of the play, was Alix Ellas.
as a seductive young girl. She stole every
scene that she was In, easily doing; so with her
little girl voice and her big gin looks. She
kept the whole night from being an arty bore.
fsmill World" Open* Tonight
Opening at the Cinema in Lexington tonight is "The Small World of Sammy Lee,"
starring Anthony Newley. TWs is another of
those "look how realistic I can be" movies with
which the British have been Having such great
success. "Smalt World" is supposed to be one
of the better ones.
Newly is hast known in England for his
singing and In »e U.S. for his show "8to» The
World, I Want:To Get Off," wh** Ms wrote,
produeted, directed and starred in.
*
An Epfci Begins
Also opening tonlghe Is) "*■#* vTeftwe" at
the Ben Ah\ This Is one at those" eg* movtee
which stars nearly everyone M aMlylToOd en*5
hah* of Europe. It hasn't reserved •■gUM review yet Fr** win get yon tenlt'* a good
flick. Omega.

Some of the mounds were so covered with
trees that there was no sign of any 'recent
origin. The Indians with whom the pioneers
came into contact could not tell them when,
why, or how these structures happened to be
there.
From the lack of information concerning
these, they were soon regarded as structures
of the predecessor of the Indiana — or the
Mound Builders, as they came to be known.
They were a peaceful race of people and not
too numerous, who lived centuries before the
Indians and vanished, leaving no written records of their people. The Mexican anthropological theory Is that those ancient people
were taken over by the Indians. .
The main materdal used in the building
was dirt, tut sand, stone and shells have also
been found. The dirt was carried in baskets
or skirls by human labor and dumped at the
mound in little heaps. These loads often
weighed forty to fifty pounds.
Classified hi Three
These mounds may be classified into three
groups — mounds for defense or outlook,
mounds for religious purposes), and burial
mounds. Most of them conform to one of four
shapes — conical, linear, oval, and effigy.
The Mound Builders ward expert earvers
and makori. of pottery. They obtained the
highest civilization in North America until the
White Man came. However, they had not developed such weapons as the bow and arrow.
Many scientists fssl that the Indians and the
Mound Builders were of the same or similar
race and that both entered the continent by
the way of the Bering Strait.
Explorations of these mounds Has uncovered enough proof to show that they were
erected after the Spanish people roamed the
land during the first part of the Sixteenth
Century. Some objects of European origin
have been uncovered, while there are still
others of unknown foreign origin. These objects, along with the timber and skeletons, tell
something of the,story of these people.
Ancient History
In a diary is a record of a gentleman telling the story of felling a tree in 1787 on a certain large mound in Madison .County. In la**
this tree stump was examined,' and an intense
study of the rings showed the tree to have
been 237 years old at the ttnte the tree wise
cut Therefore, the mound was constructed
sometime prior to 1560.
The soil of Kentucky was very adaptable
to the building and preserving of these mounds.
The most remarkable of all the prehistoric
stoneworks and the largest In Kentucky is
located about three miles east of Bares, It
overlooks the headwaters of Silver Creek and
is commonly known as the Indian Fort Mountain or the Pennacle.
Near this point are also the corners of
Jackson, Garrard, and Rockcastle counties. No
real basis exists for calling this stoneworks
Indian Fort Mountain for no Indians were in
the region near Berea except for warfare and
hunting.
Labor Force Huge
Many limestone blocks were used, to build
this, but near the top sandstone prevails. Some
of these limestone blocks weighed as much
as 640 pounds — all put in place by human
labor. The labor required to build these
mounds was equal to that required to build
the Egyptian pyramids.
This fortification at one time covered the
whole mountain and included some Me) MO
acres, but there has been no evidence found to
show that any extensive residence was made
by the people there. Most likely it was used
as a place to come in time of danger. On one
such occasion the Indians were angered and
the Mound Builders were tompieiely anhllated.
„
Another such mound in Madison County Is
located about seven miles from Richmond and
is known as Samuel's Mound. It l» located
near White's Station on the old LAN Railroad.
It is 380 feet in circumference st the base
and Is in the form of a cone. The top If. perfectly flat and Is forty-two feet in diameter,
and was possibly used as a signal station.
The Indians came to Kentucky only to
hunt. It was so dense with forests and undergrowth that they did not want to HW here.
However, they were a menace to the Mound
Builders and the white man. One seen problem arose and led to the Battle of SOonesborough.
**M
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Dear Editor,
It has been stated that sororities and fraternities are organized cliques; and actually
they are not, as they hav« as their members
a cross-section of the students on campus.
Another valuable asset of fraternities and
sororities is the fact that they provide more
competition on campus, whioh is a necessity
on a growing campus to stimulate the students
academically and socially.
Although the demand for fraternities and
sororities on Eastern's campus is not as great
now as it will be several years, Eastern must
organize now for. the -future.
Beverly Skaggs
' •
Marleen Shaver
Beverly Martin
Carole Covert

'

Dear- Editor,
■
After seeing the effect of fraternal orders
on other campuses. I feel that such organizations will add to the social maturity of Eastern
Students. '
Tom Colgan
Dear Editor,
The school is large enough for this (the
Greek system) now. There are only two
■okools in the O.V.C. without the Greek e>st iai

* ThSt System doe* ntohfc tnTfirhoor morale.
The attitude of the etudent* wnd*rr this system
» much better than without any.
Michael D. Johnsett'
, rThere°U a dire seed for recreation on
Eastern's campus. There U a time for study,
but there is also a time for recreation. Fraternities wou«l serve this purpose very well.
Tfius Would stop the mass migration home on
Ills*

WCPltCftdft

In order to keep grades up, there should
he. a sot grade standing that a person must
have before be may participate in a fraternity.
^^
Rankia SkinnerDear Editor,
*
Fraternities are needed to help support
many essential services and needs of Eastern.
Fraternities are a means of equalizing differeneea hi a students ambitions. I hope that
fraternities can prove a uaeful device for student-Eastern cooperation. It is a matter of
school policy of how extensively this device
can be used.
Larry K. Flanary
Dear Editor,
I read with interest your editorial regarding Cknek qrgafrattrms andy as an ex-fraternity man, aerrve^raekdieartedly with your concfus^oTthat "the ba-lc ties, is good; jrnbwse.
and the misconception of the idea is bad.
"might «dd that, as Is unfortunately true of
many things the few can give a bad reputation
W
%S£&y, the original reason for the fratomeTaysteih was a strictly social one, hut
tMs U Srhnterr no longer true aftd has not
been lor a iwmber of year.. , Qj^">c£km <™
membership. In meet tnAcrrMHs ^"ZSLf?
ability to excel athletically and — pr*?"!**tunUv and tot a very good reason, in oeaer
to weatlwi the storm ef anti-fraternity critLism'ui vogue! these test few years, including
unsympathetic college administrations, the fraternity system has had to mature. And matt,r
*Taehe*iW «"*«<* wltt a^y" be an lnv
portant anddesiraole part of the Greek organisation. The desirability comes about because
of the fraternity's ability to produce a degree
of social adjustment and savoir-faire in shrne
individuals which might no* come about otherwise.
^_^_
' A fraterntty-wjroTtty system, matureminded, strictly but fairly regulated, can tea
definite asset to any campui. This certainly
includes Eastern
Clyde W. Guthrle

Dear Editor,
—
I would like to question the school's policy
is> regard to the hiring of band* to play for
school affairs. I have been led to understand
that it Is against the policy Of the admhilatratk*> of Mr* band* that play downtown at
certain establishments. Why? Two of these
bandi, hi particular, are made up of Eastern
t
It seems odd that the administralftKtti «*
tion will not approve the hiring of these bands;
and that hi fact, they spews outrof-town
bends instead.
U it because they play at establishments
than sell beer 7 Ooan* on, now: this Is the 20th
cenanry. askt no one hi all honesty can believe
that bee* is synonymous wRh subversive moral
>eho—etse On the other Una, dee* the admlnMratioa realty bellftve that the other bands
thai a+ntova io not p|ay where beer or llque* is sals)? 8011 further, do they think that
the student hody would u*e of hearing these
bane* perform? I beltev* that this should be
Ml up to the- student*. If the band* prove
unsatisfactory, they will not he requested.
Cynthia Webb

.,.-,V:M
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AMPUS I IALENDAR

Convocation and Retreat
Planned
Westminister Fellowship, of
the Presbyterian church, will
hold a meeting Snaday at 3:46
&m. to rljsrms plans for the
arch 6, 7, and 8, convocation
and the spring retreat ©( late
AprII or early May. Any. prospective members as well as regular members are invited.

Eastern students are lav tied
to attend the Vesper program
on Mondev, Tuesday, and We*
ae«dny of each weak at *:*>
p.m.
at
the
Castor. Maid
week's empaais w» be "Home

The Home Economics Ch»b
wirl spoasot a coosnettc demoastratton at 8:90 ' a,a*. March &
A Merle Norman representative
viB present the teW>waatratl"«
I* FStepatrick Arts **ft*eg and
who is intereatad may

Student Mtealoa Conference
Among B.S.I'. Plan*
Eastern BSU'ers will be in
Louisville this week-end where
they Will attend the annual Student Mission Conference on the
campus of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. Attending will ha' Janice Keeton, DeAFjPLACTOAN VOtUXWSE* fiWRWWNTATTVi: . . .
iora SIM Cook, Debbie Murrell,
Milton Ogle, left, » representative ot the Council of Southand Dwight K. Lyons.
ern Mountains, spoke here Monday night to a group of atuA beginning class for those inq'ents Interested ' in the Applactrian Volunteer Program.
terested in sign language Is unShown with him-are Jeanine Gail Ashej stated, arid 8am
derway at the BSU Center, 926
Burgas*, members of a committee to start a Volunteer on
South Second Street. The class
campus.
meets on Monday at 5:45 p.m.
...
,
—
— ■
■
■ ■ ■..■.<■ a*'
-t'—
Miss Carolyn Jones of the College library staff is the class instructor. ' The class wijl prepare
students for work with the deaf
In their respective churches and
communities.
' • •
Krtsruary 38 Columbus, Ohio, schools 1:08-4:60
;
Mary Doyle, Janice Keeton,
Kebruary as Russell, Kentucky, schools »TO0-4 :•» •
February 36 Falmeath, KesiUietey, sen** l:00-4:»4 (Music and Jams Newklrk represented
the
Baptist Student Union and
majors)
the campus Young Woman's
Mnrch
2 Brevard County. Florida, schools »:6©-4:00
Auxiliary at the statewide YWA
March
2 BuUer County, Ohio. (Hamilton) 8:00-4:00
convention last Friday and SatMarch
2 Wakeman, Ohio, BChoph) 9:00.4:00
urday
In
Covtngton.
"My
March
3 Williamsburf, Ohio, schools 9:30-4:00
World — God's Will — My Task"
Jefferson County, Kentucky, schools 9:00-4:00
March
■i
was the convention theme.
March
4 Jefferson County, Kentucky, schools 9:00-4:00
Carolyn Ann King, president
March
4 Baltimore County, Maryland, ,«chool» 10:00-4:00
of the BSU, recently appointed
March
5 Pennfield Schools, Battle Creek, Mich., schools
a committee to nominate BSU
1.00- .400
officers for 1904-65. The comMarch
5 Mason, Ohio, schools 9:80-4:00
March
B South Western Schools, Grove City, Ohio 9:00-4:00 mittee includes Janice Keeton,
chairman; Sharon Vater, Mar« Mhweisburg, Ohio,-schools 11:00-4:00
Mareh
tha Sue Wilson, Jerry Chase,
March
0 Mlddletrown, Ohio, schools 9:00-4:00
March
9 West Clcrmont Schools, Amelia, Ohio, 10:00-4:00 and Robert Blankenship.

Vr. «e**wr4 Beam te
Adarea. PCMM&*
Dr Barnard Kuha. *e»mr
Patera professor of health and
phraiceJ education, wIN be ft***
speaker at the Tuesday. Jfttch
8 meeting c* the Physical Education Major Minor Club. *n»e
meeting will be held at • :9» p m
In room MS ol Alumni Coliseum
Dr. Kuha received his Bflche
lor of Science and Master of
Science degrees from the University of West Virginia. «e
received his doctorate degree
from Indiana University. TT>r.
Kuhn will speak on the topic
"Accepting
Responsibility
Everyone is welcomed to attend
this meeting.

^Placement* Positions

■

tMHUM/l

ft

AUrWYS nfiST 0UAUTY

Kappa Delta Tau Initiate*
The formal initiation banquet
for the new members of Kappa
Delta Tau was held Tdtektey
night at the Old South lad ht
Winchester. Following dinner
the new members were presented with their lavilieTs daring a
candle light ceremony.
Guests included Mrs. Robert
R. Martin, Dean Evelyn Bradley, Miss Pat Allison, Mtss patsy Pace and the organisation's
sponsor Miss Janet Hibbard.

SUNDAY MARCH 1 —
S.U.B. 201
4.15 p.m.
Wesley Foundation Council
Blue Room
4:4S p.m.
Wedk-y Foundation
MONDAY, MARCH 2 —
University 103
!> 00 p.m.
We.iley Foundation
Blue Room
• ■00 p.m.
Circle h Club
S.U.B. 201
» 1* p.m.
Fieehnar. Class Officers
Science 111
1 »5 p.m.
Chemistry Club
Wamut Hall
8:00 vna.
"B" Average Reception
ni
BSDAY,
MARCH 8 S.U.B. 201
111 p.m.
Cwens
FlUpatrick 17
Hor M Economics Club
5:00 tuft.
8.U.B. 201
Senior Cuts* Officers
509 p.m.
Uttle Gym
5 00 p.m.
Drum add Sandal
8.0O tun.
Asaoc. U.S. Army
Pearl Buchanan Theater
Collegiate Pentacle
Case Conference Room
*00 pjn.
9 00 ^iii.
Church of Christ Devotions
University 101
PIMM
Coliseum 109
e.oo p.m.
&
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 —
■ INCOIiroSATSO
Assembly — Ida Hartman, Pianist
19:10 a.m.
Brock Auditorium
Sigssa Tau Pi
University 103
4 10 p.m
CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
Burnam House Council
Burnam Hall
4'C p.m.
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
Alpha
Pa»
Omega
Uttle
Theater
i:00 p.m.
Magoffln County Club
University 104
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
5:80 P-io.
Student N.E.A.
Roark 20
8:00 p.m.
Kappa
Iota
Kpsilon
Weaver
203
b:O0 p.m
Kyma Club
University 101
8:09 p.m.
MeCreary County Club
Roark 15
9 00 p.m.
Boyd-Greenup Counties
University 104 ^TjflhapnnanpnBPiBBnttnCatlnTMrtBra
8:30 p.m.
E Club
Weaver 203
6:30 p.m
Kappa Delta Tau
University 101
7:00 p.m.
Kappa Dellta Pi
S.U.B. 301
7:90 p.m.
Collegiate Council of U.N.
University 104
7 00 p.m.
World Affairs Club
Roark 22
7:00 p.m.
McOrepcr House Council
McGregor Hall
9 00 p.m
Case House Council
Case Hall
10:10 p.m
THURSDAY, MARCH 8 —
Little Theater
.".00 p.m.
Student Council
Cammack 103
5:00 p.m.
Kappa Pi
Gibson 107
Pike County Club
5:00 p.m.
University 108
Newmar. Club
6-00 p.m.
Weaver Pool
Kappa Kappa Sigma
6:00 p.m.
University 101
D.S.F
8:00 p.m.
S.U.B. 201
Student. Court
6:00 p.m.
Foster 204
PI Omega Pi
6:30 p.m.
Gibson 107
Industrial Arts Club
7.30 p.oi.
Pearl Buchanan Theater
9.00 p.m.
Sigma Chi Delta
SATURDAY, MARCH 7 —
Basketball — Eastern and East Tennessee
8:00 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Post-Game Dance (Sigma Chi Delta)
Burnam Hall

Doctor Orr Speaks
Or. Clyde Orr spoke to the
Franklin County Club Tuesday.
A sponsor of the club, be presented a discussion on club purposes and activities. Other programs (or the meeting are being
planned for the remainder of
the semester.
AH s-ranklin Countians ate invited to attend the next meeting
of the Franklin County Club to
be heM Tueprtar. M**eh 10, at
» p.*. m University 101.

Charge It!

m

GIRLS!
We Do Carry
U. S. KEDS SNEAKERS
At JETT & HALL
U. S. Keds are a Must
For the Beach.
ETT

GIRLS!
We Do Carry
WEEJUNS

All Sizes

At JETT & HALL
350 Pair to Choose
From.

—

College Dry Cleaners
"Good Cleaning for People
Who Care For The
Clothes They Wear"

ETT

ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
PHONE #323-5271
N. THIRD

&

^t^L3lSCORP0 HATED

CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN

Oathottca Hear Rev,
Elmer MOON
Ren Bias at Moore, chaplain
of the University of KenUjcky
Npw'man Out.^moke .to Eastern's Newman Cwn memheVs
last evening on (he recreating
of the redemption.
In the interest of the ecumenical movement of both the Catholic and non-Catholic churches,
aH interested students have boon
invited to the mass at S p.m. on
Thursday, March 8.
Rev. John McQuire, chaplain
of Eastern's Newman Club, will
vast la front of the congregation
before saying- mass. Both the
vestments and the mass will be
explained tn English.
KYMA Changes Meetings
The KYMA Clhb which meets
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month has changed
the meeting time to «:80 p.aa.
The group meets in University
■M.
TORCH IS PASSED*
READY NOW
Thone persons who purcha.aed
copies of the "Torch Is Passed"
should pick them up Immediately from the Publicity Office,
Room 5, Coates Administration
Buil&g. a*"."-'1 '• ' ">*

- •*.

Starts FRIDAY!

Penn-Zs own quaMtor nyhm* that built their
coast-to-coa»t regwteiton oa sjatnr swaf-irear
. . . proporUone4laia» . . . parOseUy shaped toe
lines . . . builVia tef 4mgjfts>« contours' The
nylons more wooest a» s.naarlina wear than any
other brand!

Th» campus cutie has
the Professor's Apprentice
standing on his head!

• Seamless dress sheers; phvto kaM, donWe
loop constructi/oo, 8, *%-W, A,«M»-M: U •%• Micro mesh dteea aheera. ron-reshaant.
11; XL, 10-12.
Finest double loos coast ruction.
A. 8*4-11; L. 9%-H.

8*4-10;

• Seamless Arraet»-«*in<R). toch-*U*ch mesh
nylons that giya long wea-run wear! ». 8V410; A, 8*4-11; U 0*4-11
• Agllon searrOaas -stretchaJmo". «*aasy
sheers that fit p*a*ectly! Proportioned; short,
everage, and long.
; reajst
• MK..-.*•* seamieea atMtch
runs, fit like a fla«artaf ghwe!
!•*** »»pr», aver-

THEM

acritijfu^-fafatri^
• Full fashion conventional eresa sheers;
classic plain seam. Dotshla loop conjlnwtaon.
ft t»i-10; A, 8*,-"; L, 9*4-11.
• full fashioned styetch, nylon; plain seem
atyle plim leg-hugging perfect fit! Short,
average and long. .

Jl

nnamamal

A girl's best friend is her Monster. Really mad ... it's
the fad! 6 living colors in a new blend of Kodel* polyester
and cotton. Machine washable- • • machine dryable!
Sizes? Large (3-5), Extra Large (7-9) and Monstrous
(11-13). $7.98

TICHllCOUsr

a«,T)»l»VWBK-WNETTE
COMING!
1H& VICTORS"

•Eiitmin rtgistir.il tr.d.mirk

rOL-YBSTER FIICS

•BH.l!-

*

1*

Maroons Out Of OVC;
Play Western Tomorrow
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SIDELINING THE

MAROONS

=—— with Jim Parks

-

Progress Sports Editor

142, Unbelievable, But True
After the Middle Tennessee-Eastern scrap
here last Friday night, we called the Nashville
Tennesnean to give them the game results.
First the man that answered the phone asked
fcr the varsity game, and after we'd given
him that, we asked him if he wanted the
freshman score, also. He said, "I doubt it,
but what was the score?"
'•Eastern frosh, 142, Cumberland "B," 72,"
we said.
'Did you say 142?" came the surprised
query.
"That's right.*'
"O.K.. give me a box."
The same type conservation took place
when Doug Whitlock asked the Courier-Journal desk man if he wanted the frosh score.
"No," came the reply, but when Doug told
him UK score, he asked for a box also.
ThU total is large even for the pros and
set a school record here. Also, it was the
most points scored in Alumni Coliseum, and
we expect this mark.to stand for a long time.
The home team led 61-26 at the half and
speculation along press row was that the
"3aby" Maroons would let down in the second
period and finish with about 110 points. This
would have been extraordinary even though
the freshman have cracked 100 five other
times this season.
At the half, Eastern had more field goals,
28, than Cumberland had points, 26. All
Maroon starters were in double figures at the
half, too. Point No. 100 came with 11:09 left
In the contest, and the yearlings scored seven
in the last 35 seconds to make the total of 142.
Rupert Stephens, the freshman coach, usually is hard to please and never seems happy
after a game, even when his charges win. But
Friday night he was all smiles. He could
hardly say a word. And what coach wouldn't
be happy when his team had Just hit 61 of 103
shots from the field for 59.2 percent, 20
of 26 free throws for 76.9 percent, grabbed 61
rebounds to Cumberland's 47, committed only
16 personals, and made only seven floor errors!

Jnnei and Hobson Lead
Jerry Jones and Larry Hobson led the barrage with 30 points each. Jones hit 14 of 18
from the fle'd While Hobson connected on 11
of 15 and eight of nine from the line.
Doug demons hit 11 of 14 field attempts
and three of three from the gratis line for 25
points. Charles Ingram got 20 markers on
eight of 15 from the floor and four of four
free throws. Fred Johnson with 15 and Bruce
Rasor with 12 rounded out the men in double
figures. Ingram and Jones with 13 each paced
the reboundcrs followed by Johnson with 12.
Johnson played a fine defensive game also
holding Lewis Couch to nine points. Couch |
was the Carr Creek player who signed an
Eastern grant-in-aid last winter, then signed
with Morchead causing a big-to-do in the conference. Later he decided to. go to Dayton,
and finally wound up" at "Cumberland.
The frosh aggreatlon, undoubtedly one of
the best in Eastern history, now has a 10-4
record. Rupert Stephens has done a real fine
job with these yearlings. Only one more home
remain? for the freshmen—here against the
strong Lexington Y.M.C.A. team March 7 before the big battle between East Tennessee and
Eastern.
S97 Points Scored
Another interesting sidelight on the games
last Friday is the total number of points scored
by all four teams in both games and also the
shooting percentages. The second game was
*a high scoring one also with the score being
07-86. All told, 397 points whistled through
the Alumni Colliseum nets Friday night for an
average of 99.2 per team. The field goal percentage was also fantastic. The four teams
took 298 shots and made 154 for 51.6 percent.
Not bad, eh? Broken down to teams the percentages went like this: Eastern frosh, 59.2;
Eastern varsity, 50.0;. Middle Tennessee,
47.6; and Cumberland "B," 46.4.
The free throw shooting was good also.
The combined totals show 119 attempted, 87
made, for 73.1 percent.

Kidd Starts Spring Practice;
First Session On Monday

Austin Peay Hands Cagers Fifth Loop Loss
Eastern is all but out of the nors with 81 points.
charges are 4-13 overall on the
Four Maroons, Bob Tolan, Lee season.
Ohio Valley Conference basketball title race.
Lemos. Jerry Bisbey, and Bill
Eastern eked out a narrow
Neither
tomorrow
night's Walton, fouled out of (he game. 70-65 victory over the Hilltoppers
clash at Western nor Tuesday's Smith and Bodkin each had four. here earlier In the season.
In a game last Friday night
battle at Morehead can have any
Tuesday night the Maroons
significance to Eastern as far Eastern dumped Tennessee Tech will be seeking revenge at Moreas winning the title goes, no in Alumni Coliseum, 97-86. Bod- head for a 77-78 loss handed to
matter who wins.
kin and Smith led that win also Eastern by the Eagles here in
Austin Peay handed the Ma- with 22 each. Bodkin leads January.
roons their fifth league loss Mon- Smith by two points' In the scorLikewise Morehead Is having
day night by 77-67 to knock East- ing race this season. Both scor- less that a spectacular season
ern from contention.
ed 18 in the Austin Peay game with a 6-6 conference record and
At the same time Eastern was and now Bodkin leads Smith, a 9-8 overall mark.
losing to Austin Peay, Murray 334-332.
Conference Standings
was knocking off East Tennes(Excluding last night's Austin
Maroons Hit 50 Percent
see to take over undisputed posEastern took an early lead in Peay-Western game.)
session of first place in the OVC. that game and Tech never
OVC Overall
The Thoroughbreds in topping caught up. The Maroons hit an Murray
9-3
14-8
East Tennessee 96-76 upped their even 50 percent from the field, EastTenn.
7-4
11-8
loop record to 9-3 and stretched 38 for 78 attempts. JTbe big dif- Eastern
6-8
42^9
their lead to 1% games over the ference in the game came on'the Tenn." Tech
' "T4 '" TO-fO
Buccaneers who have an 7-4 boards and in floor errors, how- Austin Peay
6-7
13-9
worksheet.
5-6
9-8
ever. Eastern pulled down 50 Morehead
CONGRATULATIONS FOR BARTLETT . . . Eastern's reEastern Is 6-5
5-9
11-10
rebounds to Tech's 41, and the Middle Tenn.
cord-petting swimmer, Fred Bartlett, receives a {hearty
Eastern Is third with a 6-5 con- Maroons lost the ball only 12 Western
8-8
4-13
handshake from official Frank Ogden after cracking the
ference record.
times while the Eagles were
Remaining games
Weaver pool and school record In the 200-yard backstroke
Murray has only two more miscueing 18 times.
Feb. 29 — Morehead at East
with a 2:16.5 clocking against Evansville here last Saturday.
games
to play"
thus
the
Western, Eastern's opponent Tenn.; Eastern at Western; and
Bartlett also set a new standard in the 200-yard freestyle
Thoroughbreds can clinch at tomorrow night, is having one of Tenn. Tech at Murray.
with a time of 2:00.5. At the right official Buck Clay
least a tie with a win over eith- its poorest seasons in the Ed
March 3 — Western at East
touches the event's runner-up, Evansville's Schleicher, on
er Tennessee Tech tomorrow Diddle era. The 'Toppers are Tenn. and Eastern at Morehead.
the shoulder.
night in Murray or over More- 3-8 in league play not counting
March 7 — East Tenn. at
head at Morehead March 7.
last night's bout with Austin Eastern and Murray at MoreEast Tennessee has three Peay. In all games Diddle's head.
Eames remaining. The Bucs
ost Morehead tomorrow night
and Western March 8, before
visiting here March 7.
Eastern,
after
tomorrow
night's battle at Western, takes
on Morehead on the road, March
3, before the East Tennessee
scrap here, March 7.
Eastern fell behind Austin
Peay at the start of the game
and never caught up. A late
Eastern's Eels, after 51-43 200-yard breastroke in a re- Eastern rally cut the score to
Eastern's tracksters, after a Eastern finished third behind
two
teams.
Other
a defeat at the hands of Van- cord time of 2:36.5.
65-63
with
1:13
remaining,
but
good
showing In a five-team these
Eastern took four firsts in
derbilt last Saturday, will meet
squads at the meet were Tenaffair
at
the
University
of
Eastern
being
forced
to
foul
to
the University of Louisville the meet to Vandys seven.
the ball found its efforts fu- Tennessee last weekend, will nessee Tech and East TennesScoring for the Eels this sea- get
here tomorrow in a duel meet.
tile
as the Governors cashed in go to Louisville tomorrow to see.
The meet, held in Nashville, son goes like this: Chuck on their free throws.
Standouts for Eastern In the
compete in the NCAA regionNordstrom,
49%;
Fred
Bartlike other Maroon matches
Tennessee meet were freshman
als.
Free Throws Hurt
lett,
47%;
Tom
Baechle,
44%;
lately, was a record-breaker.
Jim Beasley who' ran the twoEastern outscored Austin Peay
The NCAA meet will fea- mile in 9:49, freshman Carey
VanderblH set two pool and Rich Deusel, 43%; John War- 25-23 on field goals, but the Govture 250 college trackmen Guess who took second in the
three team records while East- ren, 39; Gene Petit, Jerry ernors
outpointed the Maroons from 27 colleges east of the
ern cracked two team marks. Slager, and Phil Stoffey, 38
high hurdles and third in the
from the free throw line. Misslppi.
The Eels wiped 12 seconds each; Phil Sanzone, 35; Jim 81-17
low hurdles, freshman Harry
Eastern will be represented Faint who won third place in
off the old team record in the Mitchell, 28%; Ron Rogowskl, Austin Peay attempted 45, Eastern,
21.
Eastern
was
charged
by their upperclassmen. Fresh- the 100 yard run. Junior Jack
400-yard medlay relay. Mem- 26 ',i; Charles Parris, 23; Bill
bers of the team were Phil Frost 15%; Dave Legrande with 32 personals while Austin men from Eastern will hot be Jackson who took second in
Peay
committed
only
15.
•
allowed to run in the meet. the 60-yard dash, and Jerry
Stoffey, Tom Baechle, Fred 10V4: and Earl Combs, 4%.
Herman Smith and Eddie Bod- Only schools with less than 750 Byerdofer who looked good In
This season Eastern has
Bartlett, and Rich Detsel.
kin
led
Eastern
with
18
each.
male students may enter fresh- the pole vault
Co-captain Baechle cracked averaged 49.4 points per meet
the other team standard in the I to its opponents' 89.3 per meet. Doug Stamper paced the Gover- men.
Daly was pleased because he
Coach Don Daly was satis- said Tennessee is good now and
fied with the showing made in the next couple of seasons
last Saturday
against
the are expected to have one of the
tough University of Tennessee toughest track teams in the
varsity and freshman squads. South.

Roy Kidd greeted sixty Eastern allowed 97.6 yards per Among the 22 letter-earners on
candidates Monday when he j game through the air, while hand will be:
opened his first spring football gaining only 74.6 yards per tilt
Tackles — Roy Evans, Tom
practice at Eastern.
via air strikes themselves. Even Seals, Lindsey Able, and Doug
more
indicative
of
Eastern's
Hamilton.
Kidd, who succeeded Glenn
Presnell, now Eastern's athletic passing plight, both ways, was
Guards — Todd Reynolds, Joe
the
Maroons'
38.3
completion
director, at the close of the 1963
Blankenshlp, Roscoe Perkins
percentage,
compared
to
the
opseason, welcomed
22 letterand Furman Penland.
men among the turnouts for the positions' respectable 43.0.
Centers — David Grim ant
He plans two
game-type Dennis
20-day spring training period.
Bradford.
His Maroons will end their scrimmages each week to gauge
Quarterbacks — Larry Marspring practice April 3 with the the team's progress.
mie and Bill Gaines.
annual Maroon and White game
Not to Play Game
Halfbacks — Pete Still, Dave
at Hanger Stadium.
"I don't intend to try to pre- Lobe, Mike-Smith, and Fred
Under NCAA regulations, col- pare our players for a game this Malins.
lege teams must complete 20 spring because we're not trying
Fullbacks — Herbie Conley
days of practice within 36 days, to get ready to play anyone, so and Bobby Bradley.
Sundays excluded. Kidd says we aren't concerned with preWith 13 of these players havhe plans to complete his 20 days cision teamwork.
It'll mostly ing only one year of experience
within 34 days, "even if we have be individual technique work," Kidd is showing some concern
to go out when it's a little he said.
about his depth, even though he
damp," he said.
Kidd is faced with the decep- is two deep with lettermen at
The new coach plans to teach tively rosy outlook of 22 of 28 every position. "We're hoping
fundamental football to his ath- lettermen returning for next that some of the freshmen we
letes throughout the spring ses- fall's campaign. But, 13 of the sign will be able to play some
sion. "We will stress blocking monogram winners saw their for us next fall," he said. To
and pass defense, especially," first varsity college action last date, Kidd has signed six schoolhe said. "Offensively," he add- season.
boy grldders.
ed, "we will concentrant heavily
Absent from the team will be
Kidd's coaching staff Includes
on
improving
our
passing last year's co-captains, half-back old-timers Norm Deeb, defensive
game."
Bill Goedde and tackle Frank line coach, and Don Daly, dePass Game Poor
Guertln. halfbacks Richie Em- fensive backfield coach, and
Pass defense and offense were mons and Tom Stapleton, guard new-comer Carl Oakley, oftwo of the chief factors in last Glenn Riedel, and end Ron Men- fensive line coach, who Joined
year's Maroons' 2-8 record. del).
the staff Feb. 1.

Field Is Not Ready, But Prospects Number 85
The fact that the new baseball know!" Roy Kidd, who was to
field won't be ready at the be- become assistant baseball coach
ginning of this season didn't dis- this season, became the new
courage any boys from going head football coach which took
out for the team.
him off the baseball staff. Also
Preliminary practice began there are no graduate students
three weeks ago with 85 tryouts, helping Mr. Hughes out this
plus 15 or 20 possibilities coming year.
s»
from other sports. Coach HughMr. Hughes seems to have a
es said the team wouldn't be
able to play any games on the
new field until the first part of
May due to wet, unsettled
ground.
The new "Turkey" Hughes
Four leagues are in men's InBaseball Field will be located in tramural bowling this semester
the square formed by the side with 40 teams Involved. The
of Alumni Coliseum opposite the Leagues are National "A" and
water tower and the adjacent "B" and American "A" and
parking lot. The distance from "B."
home plate to all parts of the
Since this is the first week,
outfield fence is to be 325 feet. several teams are tied for. first
With 85 new boys to test and place in each league. Only
after loosing only 5 off last three teams were able to win
years squad, Coach Hughes Just all three of their games this first
said, "If you've got any extra week. They were the Hits and
coaches
available,
let
me Red Clowns in the National "A"

lot on his hands with a list of
tryouts including: 7 catchers.
21 pitchers, 10 first basemen, 12
second basemen, 6 short stops,
13 third basemen, and 25 outfielders, not to mention a tough
schedule including Cincinnati,
Xaxier, Georgia, East Tennessee, Kentucky, and Morehead.

40 Teams, 4 Leagues In Men's I-M Bowling

I

HOME OF

Vandy Tops Eels;

Track Team Runs
In NCAA Meet Sat

Meet UL Tomorrow

Smith Tops OVC Free Throwers

Herman Smith, Eastern's sen- conference statistics.
ior guard, still leads the conferSmith has connected on 82 of
ence in fxae throw percentage 10D for an .820. Austin Peay's
according*Yo the latest official
Doug Stamper is. second with an
.806 percentage. These figures
do not include Monday night's
games. In the game with Austin Peay Monday night Smith hit
six of six while Stamper connected on 15 of 18 attempts.
This raised Smith's average
The physical education depart- up to .830 while Stamper's went
nent is. requiring a locker fee up to .808.
Eastern's Junior guard, Lee
if all male students and faculty
members who are using Alumni Lemos, ranks third with an even
Coliseum's recreational facili- .800. Lemos' mark was unchanged by Monday night's
ties.
This Is not a new fee, but a re- game because he attempted no
free
throws. Eddie
Bodkin
instatement of a fee that was
formerly required in Weaver
Health Building.
The present fee was set at $4
to cover the cost of furnishing
TENNIS TRYOUTS
lockers, towels, soap, and recAnyone interested in tryreational equipment.
ing out for the tennis team
A maintenance problem has
should contact Jack Adams
developed because students wore
gym shoes from the dormitories
immediately in room 134,
Alumni Coliseum.
to the coliseum. Each student
is requested to stop this and
keep his gym shoes in the provided lockers.
It is also- requested that each
student use the dressing facilities available, and shower after
vigorous activity. This will contribute to the student's health
and prevent many health hazards which occur when going out
of doors after exercise.
Students are to enter the building through the student entrance., lower level, north west
side of coliseum.

Locker Fee

Required Now

League and the Gutter Dust in
the National "B" League.
Here are the six high scries
bowlers after the first week:
Dave Youmans, 571; Cal Akcr,
557; Mike Cobb 538; Doug Harris, 588; Bill Goedde, 534; and
Bill Robinson, 531.
The five highest games were
All participants in intramural
rolled by Bill Robinson, 231;
Mike Cobb, 220; Tony Asher, basketball must have a locker
217; Dave Youmans. 213; and card in the Alumni Coliseum by
5 p.m., Monday, March 2, It
Richie Barber, 202.
was announced this week by the
intramural office.
Those people who have not
paid their $4 fee should go to
the business office, pay the
cashier and take their receipt
to the towel room window between 3 and 5 p.m. There they
will be issued a locker and a
card which will be placed on
file.
f
All players and team managers will be checked to see if
they have a card.
Several people have paid the
fee but have not been issued a
locker. Failure to have a locker will make them ineligible to
to 8:30 NIGHTLY
participate in the intramural
basketball program.
Teams will be dropped from
the program If they do not meet
the requirements by the allotted
time.
Thirty-six teams are ineligible
as of now. Most of them have
paid their fees but do not have
a locker as yet.
Because- so many do nbt have
lockers. th« "">» week of play
~™ ^rt zzznl on the official record. Instead It will serve as a
practice period in order that
each team may get experience
working together under regulation conditions.

ranks 11th with a .753 percentage.
As a team Eastern ranks second in free throwing behind,
Morehead. The Eagles have a'
.739 mark to Eastern's .726.
The Maroons lead the league
in rebounding grabbing off 55.5
rebounds per game to the opponents 41.6.
Bob Tolan, Eastern's "iron
man," ranks fourth in rebounding with 12.3 per game. Bodkin
is seventh with 11.3 per game.
Tolan also ranks fourth in
field goal percentage with 89
connections on 184 attempts for
.484 percent.
Bodkin and Smith rank 10th
and 11th respectively in scoring.
Bodkin has 316 points this season
to 314 for Smith. Bodkin's
average Js 15.8, Smith's 15.7.
Monday night each 'got 18 in the
Austin Peay game to leave Bodkin In front with Smith only two
points behind still.

BOYS!
We Do Carry
U. S. KEDS SNEAKERS
At JETT & HALL
U. S. Keds are a Must
For the Beach.
Ill

&
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CLOTHING — SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

English
Xcathcr

^

Monday Last Day
For I-M Locker Cards

BOYS!
We Do Carry
WEEJUNS
At
Jett & Hall

We Also Have The
Popular Bass

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
* DINNER MUSIC BY TIBBS TERRILL - 5:30

^{M*^*

HOSPITALITY DISH

NORTH AMERICA'S

COLONEL DRIVE
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CLOTHING —'SHOES — BOYS' WEAR
200 AND 214 WEST MAIN
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Koenigstein
Attends Band
Conference

EASTERN BAND PRESENTS ASSEMBLY . . . Appearing on
this week's Wednesday assembly program at Eastern was the
Concert "Band, under the direction of Nick Koenlgsteln. The
presentation included Blankenburg's "The Gladiators' Farwell

CLASSIFIED
ADS

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
"FLAT - TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GLYNDON HOTEL

"THE FOUR SOUNDS", a
combo with variety, has a
limited number of bookings
open for spring socials and
dances. Call: Dick Walker,
277-3944. In Lexington.

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.
AH type beauty service.
310 W. Irvine
Phone 623-5770
SHOP WHERE THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

Nicholas iCoenlgstein. Bast
em's director of bands and vice 1
president of the southern divisibll of the College Band Directors National Association, represented Eastern at the bi-annual meeting of the C.B.D.N.A.
at the McAllister Hotel and the
University of Miami held February 13-19.
A total of forty-four band directors from colleges and universities in the ten southern
March:" selections from Handel's "Royal Firework Music;" states took part In the activities
of the conference.
Rossini's •Italian in Algiers," and Cole Porter's "Quadrille"
The Miamt-Dade Junior Colfrom "Can-Con."
lege Band and the University of
Miami Band conducted concerts
during the course of the meeting.
Activities of the three-day session included saxophone and
tuba cllnica, panel discussions,
t demonstration-lecture of sixteenth-century wind Instruments,
Eastern's Varsity rifle squad,
and a banquet. At the banquet,
undefeated this season with a
Paul
Yoder, band composer
6-0 mark, fires Murray, also unfrom Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
defeated, in a match today in
was guest speaker.
Murray before moving over to
Business meetings were held
Western to meet both Murray
under the leadership of the
and Western In a three-way
Southern Division
president,
match tomorrow.
Harvey Mette, of Jacksonville
Last Friday and Saturday the
University.
marksmen outahot the University of Kentucky and Tennessee
Tech.
They racked up only 1391
points m the match with Kentucky, but came back against
Tecli with 1410. Kentucky scored 1371 and Tech 1402.
Wade Evans and Ed Shaffer
led the victory over Kentucky
JAMES WILSON
with 2JT9 each. Gary Prather
Dr. John Rowlett, professor of
and Bob Cornett followed with
Industrial arts, has received a
278 each, and Ralph Klaber
copy of the 1964-65 guide to Narounded out the top flve with 277.
tional Defense Fellowships.
Against Tech, Klaber and CorI There are more than 1,500 feltt shot 287 each, Prather and
olwships available In almost all
rry Racke, 288 each, and
subjects. These fellowships are
avid Spratt and Shaffer hit for
Sophomore James M. Wilson is available at most of the major
9 each.
this week's Cadet of the Week. colleges and universities in the
The team will stay over in
Wilson Is a representative of United States.
Western tomorrow night for the "F" Company 8 Platoon.
The fellowships are provided
Eastern - Western
basketball
A native of Shelbyvllle, Wil- for in the National Defense Act
clash.
son was a member of F.F.A. and of 1954 and are set up to provide
Hi-Y Clubs at Shelby County for more college and university
High School.
teachers.
Fellowships
are
Wilson, an accounting major, available to both men and womis a member of Pershlng Rifles en who have completed graduate
and plans to enter the advanced degrees and not more than 15
R.O.T.C. program here.
hours toward the masters deHe is the son of Mr. and Mrs. gree. Students
interested in
Orval T. Wilson of Shelbyvllle. these fellowships should plan to
enter the teaching profession upon completing their degree.
Athletic director Glenn PresThis program provides a stipnell announced a nine-g&me
end of $2,000 for the first year,
football schedule for
rookie
$2,200 for the second year and
Coach Roy Kldd's 1964 Eastern
$2,400 for the third, together
Maroons.
with an allowance of $400 a year
Five of the contests, including
for each dependent.
four Ohio Valley Conference
Miss Ida Hartman, concert
The following near-by univergames, win be played at Eastpianist, will appear In a solo sities offer fellowships in the folern's Hanger Stadium.
recital
at
the
weekly
assembly
lowing
type and number of
No newcomers were added to
the schedule, but Flndlay (Onio) program at Eastern next Wed- courses:
College will make Its first ap- nesday mprnlng. She will perUniversity of Kentucky; Modpearance In Richmond.
The form compositions by Beet- ern Languages, 4; Sociology, 2;
Oilers defeated the Maroons 28- hoven, Brahms, and Chopin.
A native of Lafayette, Indl- Psychology, 2; English, 4; Unl- versity of Louisville; Psycho1
O&XS. ga£es will incIudTfe
^J^Z^l^X logy, 2; Anatomy, 1; University
OVC foes, Murray State, in the wich Village area of New York of Cincinnati: Comparative LitCity, Miss Hartman is that
home opener on Oct. 2; East rarity
among concert artists— erature, 2; History, S; Anatomy,
Tennessee, in the Annual Band a child prodigy who grew up. 2; Indiana University; Americal
Day attraction on Oct. 17; Ten4;
Education (guiWhile still in her teens, she Studies,
nessee Tech on Nov. 7 in the began
to concertize regularly dance), 2; Science Education,
homecoming game, and More- and made her, New York reci- 2; Business 3; Government, 3;
head on Nov. 14.
tal debut at Town Hall. She Geology, 2.
Road games are carded with has given recitals in almost
Any faculty members or stuAustin Peay, in the season op- every state of the Union, and dents who are interested in apener on Sept. 19; Youngstown, has played concertos with plying for these Fellowships are
Sept. 26; Middle Tennessee, Oct. many
symphony
orchestras urged to contact Dr. John Row10, and Western Kentucky on and chamber music works with lett in Gibson 102 as soon as
Oct. SI.
several leading ensembles.
possible.
All the Maroons' home games
One of Miss Hartntan's outwill begin at 2 p.m., with the ex- standing
achievements, ' was
ception of the Oct. 2 Murray her appearance at the Univertilt, which is slated for 8 p.m. sity of Delaware in the Spring
under the lights.
of 1981. She lived on campus
Sept. 19
Austin Peay
for three days, during which
Sept. 26
Jamestown
i>he gtve six solo recitals, two
Sign Grant-In-Aid
Oct. 2
Murray
eacn day, afternoon and evenOct. 10
Mid. Tenn.
ing. Each recital ofifered a
Oct. 17
East Tenn.
different program from her
Roger Kendall Butler, 215Oct. 81
Western
extensive repertoire, and after pound all-state Madisonville
Nov. 7
Tenn. Tech
each program, she led the au- guard, this week became the
(Homecoming)
dience in a discussion of the seventh outstanding schoolboy
Nov. 14
Morehead
H music she had played.
athlete to sign an Eastern football grant-in-aid.
Coach Roy Kldd called Butler "a real prize recruiting
catck," and "one of the out
standing football prospects in
the state."
» OLLIVETTI-UNDERWOOD AGENCY
A three-year football letterman at Madisonville, Butler
Typewriters—Adding Machines—Calculators
was named Kentucky's LineSALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
man-of-the-Year and made several all-state selections. Also
All Makes and Models • Used-Machines
a track letterman, he was
105 E. MAIN
DIAL 623-4254 coached by Bill Welboun.
He Joins these .top-flight
prospects on the growing list
At Night Contact:
of future Maroons:
H. RUSSELL BARCLAY. DIAL 623-4799
Gary Stookey, 165-p o u n d
Dayton, Ohio, halfback; Jay
Hout. 190-pound center from
Columbus, Ohio; Ron Shetler,
190-pound end from Dixie
Heights; John Shields, 220,
and Bob Waster, 196-lb. fullback and Charles Metzger, 2001b. end, both from Louisville
Seneca.

Marksmen Visit
Murray, Western

NATIONALLY KrjOVVN

Sample Shoe Center
Richmond's Largest Shoe Store
WHY PAY
MORE

WE SELL FOR
LESS

Featuring

Nome Brand Shoes
30%-60% Savings
Mon. - Fri.-r^:30 to 5:30

Sat.—8:30 to 8:30

KEN-CAR
Across From Kroger's

SHORW^2.98
MEN'S IVY LEAGUE

PANTS — 3,99
RICHMOND
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
; "School and Office Supplies"
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky,

Phone 623-4365

GET THE ENGLISH BEAT
WITH A WAY-OUT WIG
Zany, but fun... pick it up
- on the down beat with an
"in" wig, strictly long hair
and black! We've priced ours
way down to go easy on your
allowance. So beetle in, fast!

Diana Vice, and Linda Thomas. Back row,
left to right, they are Jan Rowlett, Sally Conkiln, Patty Caldwell. Barbara Whltaker, and
Pat Popperwefl.

Fellowship Guide

Wilson Picked
Cadet Of Week

New Coach
Announces

Football Schedule

Miss Ida Hartman
Will Perform Here

More Grid Players

Richmond Business Machines

TENS! DON'T BE SQUARE!

CHAMPIONS . . . Shown above are the winners of (h* girl's volleyball intramurals. These
girls, from 5th floor, McGregor Hall, represented the Penthouse League. They are, front
row, left to right, Margie Ransom, Jenni Key,

EASTERN PROGRESS

Dr. Rowlett Has

5-io BEN FRANKLIN s IO |
LOCALLY OV1/NEL3

Friday, February 28, 1964

BF.RT COMBS BUILDING . . . Scheduled for completion In time for the fall semester at
Eastern Kentucky State College is the $2.9 million Bert Combs Classroom Building. The
four-story, air-conditioned building will house the departments of business, education and
English and will provide 2,200 teaching stations. Designed by Caruthers A. Coleman, Jr.,
Lexington, it will contain 61 classrooms and 62 faculty offices within its 138,000 square
- feet of floor space. Four elevators will service the building. Contractor is Foster Crelghton,
Nashville, Tenn.

P.R.'sSetNew
Pledge Plan
Eastern's P.R.'s, Company R1, last week announced that a
pledge program will be held this
semester, open to all Basic
Corps R.O.T.C. cadets.
Monday is the last day for enrolling. Th6se interested should
report to Lancaster House for
further Information.
The new pledges will have a
chance to compete for places on
the straight drill platoon and will
also be eligible to attend the
spring drill meets at the University of-Dayton and the Regimental Meet at Toledo, Ohio.
The newly Initiated actives of
the company are now preparing
for the above mentioned meets
with dally afternoon drill sessions. Not only are they drilling
as a platoon, but many are also
participating in squad drill and
individual competion training.

623-1400
—
■^

>

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store, designed
for comfortable and convenient shopping. .
OBDBO^t!

DF3

STORE

J. VJL

no

BK Hu. AVI.

B

RICHMOND.

Free Parking. Open till 9:00 P. M. Daily
......
.

Phone 623-4294

ALL ENGRAVING FREE
WHILE YOU WAIT.
Richmond's QNLY Discount
Jewelry.

KESSLER'S
NEXT TO BEGLEYS

623-1292

Delightful Memories
for Years to Come
Givethe Graduate

CLASS-MAT1?
School Jewelry
Customized with
Name of School
and School Color

IITKMA11B0M

11111
BOUIB-VP

cransr
1ST PRIZE:

WBBCOR STEREOPHONIC HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE RECORDER.

Appalachian

2ND PRIZE:

Program Underway

WBBCOR STEREO HIGH FIDELITY PHONOGRAPH.
—y PRIZES ON DISPLAY AT BOOK STORE — .

(Continued From Page One)
person-to-person type program.
Most programs thus far have
been give-away programs with
no participation on the part of
those being helped.
Richard
Boone, a member of the White
House Special Projects staff,
knowing that Eastern Kentucky
people didn't, respond well to
give-away programs, suggested
that the program Involve the
people.
The 'schools that Had been
worked on so far were described
as Isolated, one-room schools,
heated with pot-bellied stoves.
Many of them had no electricity
-uppocrapair.
ar,rt „,— ■—
"I really can't oiaxne siouents
from dropping out of school
whan they have to attend such
schools as these," said Ogle.

1210 WEST MAIN

Lee Lemos, Eastern's stellar
Junior guard, earned all-state
honors in both basketball and
football at Campbell
County
High School in I960.

CITY TAXI

Veterans Cab
Kentucky Cab
24 Hr. Service

Kunkel's Service Station

WHO WINS: Prizes will be awarded to any recognised Group or
Individual submitting the largest number of empty packages of
Marlboro, Parliament, Philip Morris, Alpine or Paxton.
HTLES: 1. Contest open now to qualified students only.
Choose from our
Complete selection of
CHARM RINGS • CLASS PINS
CHARMS • PENDANTS
TIE TACS • TIE BARS

Sterling Silver or 12 Kt. Gold FHIed

McGord's
Jewelry

2. Empty packages of Marlboro, Parliament, Philip
Morris, Alpine or Paxton must be submitted in
order to qualify.
3. Closing date, Thura., March 26th, 1964, 12:00 noon.
Turn In your packs to Progress Office between
10:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon.
«. No entries will be accepted after official closing time.
t

MARLBUKO * PARLIAMENT* ALPINE
PHILIP MORRIS •PAXTON

•*

Address Changes Highlight
This Week's Alumni News
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NANCY 8TEADMAN WHITEGEORGE yp. BARNES, '60,
and ILA RAE BARNES, '53, are HOUSE, '61, is in France with
We wish to take . this oppor- residing at 106 Brookhill Court, her husband Donald who is In
tunity to thank each of you tor Colonial Heights, Virginia with the Air Force, and they have
the generous eontfltujtlons sent their three children, Harriet Just passed the halfway mark in
to the Alumni Fund, it has been Rf.e 15; Mary Ellen 13; and their three year tour of France.
most gratifying, jt"
Carol Ann n. - George is Ed. Their last trip was to SwitzerAlso, the off icewteWte fcTthank Specialist (Department of the land and Italy and was very en-,
those of you who. have sent In Army), Quartermaster School, joyable. Nancy says she ceraddresses for thoafe of tne, "39 Ft. Lee, Virginia, while Ha Rae tainly would love to hear from
class we had listed In the Pro- teaches seSfccd, grade at the anyone at home, so you may
gress last time. The addresses North Elementary School, Colo- write her in care of Capt. D. S.
Whitehouse, 7367 C O S Gp, Box
we have located are as follows: nial Hgta., Virginia.
Roxie S. Smith, 214 - B. 24th
THELMA J. PARK MATI- 28, APO 247. N.Y., N.Y.
CONSTANCE A. SWANN, '61,
DR. ROY DEAN ACKER
DR. ROBERT GRISE
Street, Covington, Kentucky who ASH, '65, 1123 Slayton Street,
reports she has taught 2nd grade Grand Haven, Michigan taught reports a change of address and
for eleven years at the 6th Dis- Home Ec for 8 years in Shelby, name as follows: Mrs. Constance
trict School In Covington; Laura Michigan, thjsn married and now Tur, 2312 Holland Street, RockT. Blackaby Giles, Pleasure- has two children, a boy and a ford, Illinois.
ville, Kentucky: Norma McCol- girl. Thelma .does substitute
HAROLD G. BERNARD, '62,
lum Sutton, has moved to 186 teaching for the Grand Haven and Nancy are residing at 219
Iliwai Drive, Wahiawa, Hawaii; School system and teaches an Audubon Drive, Bowling Green,
and a change of address tor adult education class in sewing. Kentucky 42101.
Grace Yaden Williams (Mrs.
CAPT. GEORGE G. GRIFTALMADGE, '63, and BETTY
Mitchell Block) is 243 North FIN, '57, is now stationed at Ft. B. EVERMAN '62, report a
Deere Park Drive, East, High- Bragg, North Carolina with the change of actress to 2041 St.
land Park, Illinois.
9th Transportation Co., and his Michael Drive, Lexington, KenADDRESS CHANGES
horn* address Is 204 Souter, Ft. tucky. TalmadgW"is- employed
A native of Shreve, Ohio, AckDr. Robert N. Grise, associate
with Kentucky Central InsurMAJOR CLARI88A HICKS, Bragg, N.O.j
professor of education, and Dr. er earned his doctorate degree
ance
Company
as
an
auditor.
"31, has retired from service and ; Mr. GEORGE A. ROUTH, '58,
Roy Dean Acker, assistant pro- from the University of Florida
is residing at 801- Deepwood ii now residing at 1651 South Betty teaches fourth grade at fessor of education, have recen- in educational administration.
Drive, Radcliff, Kentucky.
|*dy Mary Drive In Clearwater, Yates School in Fayette County. tly been awarded doctorate de- His dissertation topic was: "The
SHIRLEE A. BATES, '63, has grees In education.
DR. PAUL D. BRANDE8, '42, Florida. 18416.
Influentlals In a Selected Counreports that he hasjust returned . JOrW 'D. SWORD, '59, has moved to 4215 Church Way,
Dr. Grise, a native of Rich- ty and Their Involvement in the
to his home in Athena, Onto' aft- moved from Lexington, Ken- Apartment No. 4, Louisville, Ky. mond, received his A.B. and Decision-making Processes."
STANLEY LEROY CATRON, M.A. degrees at Eastern. He
er spending six months doing re- tucky to 246, Sunset Avenue,
He received the B.A. degree
'63, address is now Alpha, Ken- earned the Ed. D. in higher edsearch in France. '
! Richmond, Kehtucky.
from Wooster College and the
tucky.
PREWITT PAYNTER,
'42,
ucation
from
the
University
of
ALUMNI ACTIVE
M. ED. also from the University
WILLARD B. DAVIS, '68, is Kentucky, where his dissertation of Florida.
has changed his address to 2817 '• PAUL R. GRIFFIN, '60, is
Southgate
Drive, Lexington, sales engineer -for uie MS plas- Assistant Line Coach at Boyle topic was "The English Teacher
Acker teaches courses in the
Kentucky.
tic* Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio, and County High School and during in Kentucky: A study of the
JOHN D. "Copper" CAMP- resides at 18 Donnelly Drive, Ft. the Fall Season of 1983, Boyle Academic and Professional Pre- organization of the school sysCounty, playing its first season paration on Public High School tem, Introduction to education,
BELL, '43, coached at Wayland Thomas, Ky.
of football, was undefeated and Teachers of English in Ken- Introduction to educational adHigh School from 1946 to 1967
PAUL R. GRIFFIN, "60, has
ministration, eoucatlonal philand has had three teams In the been teaching on the Navajo untied, winning nine straight tucky."
He is presently teaching fund- osophy, and general psychology.
State tournament. 8ince 1957, Indian Reservation since last games. That is a good record,
Both Dr. Grise and Dr. Acker
he has been Ah private- business September and reports that the Willard, especially for a first amentals of secondary school
at Mouste>*Kentucky. Joph is work is real interesting and he season — Keep up the good methods, educational research, joined the Eastern faculty in
September.
Address:
413
Grant and psychology.
married to the former Onida enjoys the close association with work.
Conley and they have a sixteen the Navajo people, but will be Street, Danville, Ky.
year old son, John Anthony.
RONALD DeCONDE, '63, is
returning to Eastern In June to
DR. D. THOMAS FERRELL, finish work on his Master's De- teaching 7th and 8th grade at
JR., '48, who reside* at Park gree. Paul's address is Kln- the Maysville Junior High, in
Towne North 1709, 2200 Benja- liqhes School, Ganado, Arizona. Maysville, Kentucky, residing at
min Franklin Partcway, PhilaRALPH E. and BOBBIE 24 West 4th Street in Maysville.
delphia 30, Pa. 1* assistant en- RUSH,
JOHN and
MARY BETH
both '60, are both teachgineer for Storage Battery Corp. ing In Cincinnati, Ohio where MORRIS, both '63, say they are
CLAY FORD, '60, is residing they reside at 126 Junfield out west with the Texas cowat Lothalr, Ky. and receive* hi* Avenue, with their first child, boys. John is stationed at Fort
mail at P.O. Box 188.
j a son, James Brent, who was Hood in the 1st Armored divisHERBERT, "50 and MIDA born January 4th, 1964 at Christ ion. Please note a change of
BUSH '48, LOUDENBACK, re- Hospital
and weighed in at 6 lb. address for them to Lt. and Mrs.
side at 111 Madison Avenue. Ur- 5 or.
Richmond, Ky.
South Third Street
John F. Morris, 1410 Bundrant
bana,
Ohio with daughters
FRANKLIN W. and AMELIA Drive, Apt. No. 4, KUleen, TexKaren, U and Tena 7. Herbert COURTNEY PEARCE, both '60. as.
is associated with Urbana Tool are now residing at 3524 BrockBRENDA JOYCE SAYLOR,
and Die, and Mida teaches at ton-Lane, .Louisville, Ky. 40220. "63, is now Brenda Baylor SinUrbana High School.
MARGIE CAROL RICE, '62, clair receiving her mail at Box
DR. HAROLD, '51, and DORIS has changed her name to Mar- 218, Montlcello, Ky.
CROLEY MOBERLY, '61, reside gie Rice Walden, and resides
ROBERT LEMUELL TURCORNER 1ST AND WATER STREETS
in Winchester, Kentucky at 120 at 706 Memorial Drive, Beech PIN, '63, has successfully comHampton Avenue. Harold Is do- Grove, Indiana.
pleted eight weeks of training
ing general practice there and
Lt. and Mrs. HARRY F. as a clerk typist. Also, during
Doris says she Is a "retired" CRUMP
(Harry, '61, and Jean, this time he completed a course
teacher-housewife
with
two '60) are in Hawaii with hopes In business machine operation.
children, Suzy, 5 year* and Hal, of returning to Kentucky this He is currently working with
2V4.
coming summer. Their daugh- the security division at Fort
ROBERT TANK08H, 'SI, ask* ter, Anne is anxious to meet her Knox, Kentucky and will return
that we report a change of ad- grandparents
and see some home to Richmond, Kentucky
dress within Warren, Penney now! Their residence address soon where he will serve In tHe
lvanla tor him, from Fleming tS Qtrs. 3627-B Porter Loop, 10th Division of the Army Re11 -, •
Avenue to 16 Jackson Street.
Schofield, APO 967, San Fran- serves. Bobby is a graduate of
WILLIAM RICHARD, '62, and cisco, California.
Madison Central High School
PATSY WALKER STRONG, 'SI,
Army 1st Lt. DONALD J. and Eastern.
are residing at 805 Bernstein SMITH, '61, son of Mr. and Mrs.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
Street, Ft. Bragg, North Caro- Robert S. Smith, Gray Hawk,
A son, Steven William, to Lt.
Kentucky and nearly 3,000 sold- and Mrs. BUI Wilson (ALLENE
"MRS. ROBERT E. NYQUIST
iers of the 26th Infantry Divis- BOIAN, '89,) on September 15,
(JANE WILHOITE, '51) is mar- ion's 2d Brigade Task Force be- 1963, weighing in at 8 lb. 9 os.
ried to a child psychiatrist and gan leaving. Ha wail by air Jan. They reside at 28 Felder Drive,
is living in Hlnsdale, Illinois at 25 tor Okinawa to participate Pensacola, Florida.
115 East Maple Street. They in. Exercise Quick Release. The
A son, Jeffery Alan, on Janhave four children, Rex, 7; Julie month-long exercise was sche- uary 17th, 1964, to Mr. and Mrs.
6; Nancy 4; and Bobby 1.
CHESTER, '65, RAKER,
duled to end Feb. 26.
PHYLLIS
RUTTER.
'64,
Task Force personnel are (PHYLLIS COUNTS, '56). He
writes that she has changed hef carrying only essential 'light is.being welcomed by sister,
name and address to: Mrs. Phyl- combat
equipment.
Heavy Jennifer Anne, 8% and they all
lis Rutter Gorden, 4601 Buck- equipment,
including artillery reside at 925 Chapel Hill West
nell Drive, Garland, Texas weapons and tanks, will be is- Drive, Indianapolis 24, Indiana.
75040.
1st Lt. WILLIAM B., '61, and
sued from ships of the Military
Sea Transport Service, a for- CARLYN MARTIN BRASHEAR,
'62, of 134 Kiernan
ward floating depot, after the
Place,
Rantoul,
Illinois, anmen deplane on Okinawa.
This new logistical approach, nounce the arrival of a son,
Carl
Martin
Brashear,
born Debeing tried for the first time in
the Pacific Command, is epect- cember 13, 1983.
Mr. and Mrs. PHILLIP H.
ed to speed the movement of
troops to trouble spots and to re- ROBINSON, '59, announce the
due airlift requirements during arrival of their first child, a Bon,
at 6:15 a.m., Tuesday, January
an operation's initial stages.
. Th* 36.year.old soldier, a pla- 21, at Methodist Evangelical
toon leader in Headquarters Co., Hospital In Louisville, Kentucky.
1st Batalton of the Division's Murray Stanford Robinson has
37th Infantry at Schofield Bar- been selected as the name. They
racks, Hawaii, entered the Army are residing at the Dental and
in August 1961. He was gra- Medical Apta., Apt. 5 C, Preston
duated from McKee High School and Gray Streets, Louisville and
in 1967 and from Eastern in Phillip Is a student at the Louisville School of Dentistry.
1961.
By LORRAINE;' vbOSt

Grise, Acker
Earn Doctorates

urer; Dave Hill, vice president. Standing is
Dive Bennett, president. Mr. Ralph Dozier
of the ail department is the other sponsor of
the ClUS.

SOPHOMORES WHO SERVE . . . Picture?,
are the officei.s and sponsor of the sophomore
class. Seated from left, Arlene Cornell, secretary; Mirs Janet Hibbard, commerce instructor
and .-ponsor of the class; Gary Barlow, treas-

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us"
2 Convenient Locations —
MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

On Campus

with
MaxShukan

(Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"
and "Barefoot Boy With Cheek.")

Model
Laboratory
School
opened September 11, 1906, a
full four months before the bei ginning of the State Normal
School proper. It was the first
: training school established in
Kentucky as part of a teacher
training institution.

PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET
open daily 'til
10 P. M.
when are
65% and 35%
good marks?

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
For Students on Dry deeming
and Shirts.
WINCHESTER - MADISON
Laundry and Dry Cleaners
CENTRAL MUSIC CO.

EVOL SPELLED BACKWARDS IS LOVE

We now have single records and
Albums recorded by the
BEATLES!

They met. His heart leapt. "I love you!" he cried.
"Mc too, hcyl" she cried.
"Tell me," he cried, "are you a girl of expensive tastes?"
"No, hey," she cried. "I am a girl of simple tastes." •
"Good," he cried, "for my cruel father sends mo an allowance
barely large enough to support life."
"Money does not matter to me," she cried. "My tastes are
simple; my wants arc few. Just take me riding in a long, new,
yellow convertible and I am content."
"Goodbye," he cried, and ran away as fast as his little
stumpy legs would carry him, for he had no yellow convertible,
nor the money to buy one, nor the means to get the moneyshort of picking up his stingy father by the ankles and shaking him till his wallet fell out.

^SPECIAL**

Tuesdays and Thursdays
Spaghetti with Meatballs
or Meat Sauce, served
with Hot Garlic Bread.

PASQUALES

He knew he must forget this girl, but lying on his pallet at
the dormitory, whimpering and moaning, he knew he could not.
At last ah idea came to him: though he did not have thex
money to buy a convertible, perhaps he had enough to rent onel
Hope reborn, he rushed on his little stumpy legs (curious to
tell; he was six feet tall, but ail Jus li£* hp s'.ffered from little
stumpy legs) he rushed, I say, to an automobile rental company
and rented a yellow convertible for $10 down plus ten cents a
mile. Then, with many a laugh and cheer, he drove away to
pick up the girl.
"Oh, bully!" she cried when she saw the car. "This suits my
simple tastes to a %' Come, let us speed over rolling highroads
and tlirough bosky dells."
Away they drove. All that day and night they drove and
finally, tired but happy, they parked high on a wind-swept hill.
"Marlboro?" he said.
"Yum, yum," she said.
They lit their Marlboros. They puffed with deep contentment. "You know," he said, "you are like a Marlboro-clean
and fresh and relaxing."
"Yes, I am clean and fresh and relaxing," she admitted.
"But, all the same, there is a big difference between Marlboros
and me, because I do not have an efficacious white Sclectrate
filter."
They laughed. They kissed. He screamed.
"What is it, hey?" she asked, her attention aroused.
"Look at the speedometer," he said. "We have driven 200
1
miles, and this car costs ten cents a mile, and I have only
S20 left."
"But that is exactly enough," she said. .
"Yes," he said, "but we still have to drive home."
"Oh," she 'said. They fell into a profound gloom. He started
the motor and backed out of the parking place.
"Hey, look!" she cried. "The speedometer doesn't move when
you are backing up."
/
He looked. It was true. "Eureka!" he cried. "That solves
my problem. I will drive home in reverse. Then no more miles
will register on the speedometer and I will have enough money
to pay!"
"I think that is a smashing idea," she said, and she was right
Because today our hero is in the county jail where food, clothing, and lodging are provided'free of charge, and his allowance
is piling up so fast tiist in two or three, years he will have^
enough money- to take his girl'riding again.
CIM< M«S».I»M

. ' *

*

.*

Marlboro Cigarette*, food an they are, should not be smoked
backwards. We, the makers of Marlboro, most earnestly
urge you to light only the tobacco end. Otherwise your
tmokiny pleasure will be substantially diminished.

when they're
65% DACRON
& 35% cotton
in Post-Grad

slacks by

h.i.s

OPEN
BOWLING!
Days - Nites Weekends

HOTPOINT APPLIANCES—GIFT WARE

Bowling Is Fun At

PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL WORK

MAROON
LANES

SPORTING GOODS AND TV REPAIR

V. S. 25 SOUTH
Richmond, Kentucky

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
1 Ml. SO. ON U. S. to
OPEN SAT. * SUN.
IN CAR HEATERS!

This is the fabric combo
that makes music with,
— SATURDAY —
sleek good looks and wash- Hovie Starts7:15 P.M.
able durability. And PostGrads are the bona fide:
authentics that trim you up
and taper you down. Triedstmtm
and-true tailored with belt
loops, traditional pockets,
neat cuffs. Only $6.95 in THE BRIDGtSlS^ "««« «.""
the colors you like.... at the
AT TOKO Rl
stores you like.
— SUNDAY! —
"Du Port's Reg. TM tor -ti Pd/Mltr Fiber
Connie Francis
Paula Preotis
WIN ATRIP TCTEUROfE
Pick up'your "Destination turope"
"FILLOW THE ROTS
contest entry lorm at any store leaIn Color!
turing the h.i.s label. Nothing to buy!
Easy to win! h.i.s oilers you your
choice of seven different trips this
summer to your favorite European
city by luxurious jet. Enter now!

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

COMING SOON:
"BLAZE STARR GOES
NUDIST' In Color!

.ONE HR. CLEANERS
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.

Phono 623-2390

Richmond. Ky.

DISCOUNTS

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND, MGR.

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY

SPECIALS —
MEN'S TROUSERS.
LADIES' SKIRTS

c Each

MIX OR
MATCH!

39
3 For

$

i.uu

SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

To Eastern College Students
ON LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
One day service—In by 9:00, oat by 4:30

5 Shirts for $1.00 on Hangers or
Packaged!
SANITONE Dry Cleaning — The FINEST!

Madison Laundry &
Cleaners
Third at Water Streets

Across from Bus Sta.

i i rj
If J*7

I

